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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose that the concept of ethnic identity confirmation (EIC), the level of agreement between how expatriates view the importance of their own ethnic identity and how local employees view the importance of expatriates’ ethnic identity, can explain why expatriates who are ethnically similar to host country employees are sometimes less effective than expected when working overseas. Multinationals often choose ethnically similar expatriates for international assignments, assuming these expatriates can more effectively acquire knowledge from local employees. Thus, understanding the specific challenges that endanger the realization of this potential is crucial.

Our survey, administered to a sample of 128 expatriate-local employee dyads working in China, reveals that both ethnically similar and ethnically different expatriates acquire more local knowledge when EIC is high. However, the association between ethnic (dis)similarity and knowledge acquisition is direct for ethnically different expatriates, whereas for ethnically similar expatriates it is indirect via their perception of local employees’ trustworthiness. We discuss this study’s important implications and provide recommendations for multinationals on how to provide tailored support to expatriates who face different identity challenges.

Keywords: International HRM, social identity theory, trust, knowledge management, diversity
INTRODUCTION

Given the potential organizational and personal costs associated with unsuccessful expatriate assignments, including, but not limited to, poor performance (Dowling, Festing, & Engle, 2008), low job satisfaction (Reiche, 2007), premature return (Harzing, 1995), or leaving the organization (Shaffer & Harrison, 1998), researchers have focused on identifying factors that might increase the likelihood of success for expatriates on international assignments. The role of local employees, in particular, has gained increasing attention (Mahajan & Toh, 2014; Toh & DeNisi, 2005; Vance, Vaiman, & Andersen, 2009). Local employees who interact with expatriates on a daily basis can help them achieve business goals and can provide work and non-work related information and support (Shen & Kram, 2011; Toh & DeNisi, 2007). However, they may also negatively influence expatriates’ performance if they are unwilling to cooperate with expatriates (Toh & DeNisi, 2005).

One stream of research trying to explain why local employees might not support expatriates from the angle of ethnic (dis)similarity in expatriate-local employee interactions. Researchers have found that ethnic dissimilarity can trigger out-group categorization, which could damage trust and inhibit interpersonal support, information sharing, and cooperative behaviors (Mäkelä, 2007; Toh & DeNisi, 2007; Varma, Pichler, & Budhwar, 2011a). These findings align with self-categorization theory, suggesting in-group categorization facilitates interpersonal interactions (Brewer & Pierce, 2005). In fact, many MNCs assign expatriates who share the same ethnicity as the local employees (called ethnically similar expatriates in this article) to local subsidiaries, believing these expatriates will be more effective than ethnically different expatriates. Although we are not aware of any official statistics on this, researchers have identified that this is a prevalent practice, especially in subsidiaries located in emerging economies such as India and China (Björkman & Schapp, 1994; Goodall & Warner, 1998; Thite, Srinivasan, Harvey, & Valk, 2009). However, ethnic similarity has also been found to be associated with distrust, conflicts, and negative feelings. Which researchers have attributed these to expatriates’ unrealistic expectations or unequal organizational policies (Hung, 1994; McEllister, 1998; Selmer & Shiu, 1999).

Different from previous research, though, we argue that the contradictory findings concerning the role of ethnic similarity are because current research has overlooked the complicated role it plays in social interactions. Ethnic similarity is based on objective
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Ethnicity. In social interactions, people’s (i.e., expatriates’) objective ethnicity tends to have a strong influence on the cognitions of the perceiver (i.e., local employees), such as making ethnicity-based in-group categorizations (Ashforth & Mael, 1989), and assuming the ethnicity-based identity to be important to their counterpart (Barreto & Ellemers, 2003). However, what affects the focal person (i.e., expatriates) most, tends to be their subjective view toward their own ethnic membership (i.e., ethnic identity) (Barreto & Ellemers, 2003). Ethnically similar expatriates do not necessarily view their ethnic identity as important (Alderfer & Thomas, 1988; Stryker & Serpe, 1994). In such cases, these expatriates might, therefore, not view local employees as ethnic in-groups. As a result, expatriates and local employees may hold different views concerning the importance of expatriates’ ethnic identity, and this perceptual disagreement may undermine the potential social benefits of ethnic similarity.

To capture this potential perceptual (dis)agreement, we introduce the concept of ethnic identity confirmation (EIC), referring to the level of agreement between how one party (i.e., an expatriate) views the importance of his/her own ethnic identity and how the importance of this identity is viewed by other people (i.e., local employees) (Milton & Westphal, 2005; Thatcher & Greer, 2008). When expatriates achieve a high level of ethnic identity confirmation, their ethnic similarity with local employees might positively influence their social interactions; in contrast, a low level of confirmation might undermine the benefits of ethnic similarity for expatriates.

In the remainder of this paper, we start with a critical review of the existing research on ethnic (dis)similarity in the expatriate and identity confirmation literature. We highlight the problems by outlining assumptions and explain how our research contributes to addressing these problems. Following this, we develop a model explaining how expatriates’ EIC interacts with ethnic (dis)similarity to influence important outcomes of expatriation. After describing the methodology and sample, we present our findings. Finally, we discuss how our research contributes to the development of the expatriate and identity confirmation literatures and how it underscores the importance of identity in expatriate management.

ETHNIC SIMILARITY RESEARCH: A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE EXPATRIATE LITERATURE

In the management literature, the social benefits of demographic similarity, such as increasing interpersonal attraction, facilitating friendship, and encouraging communication, have been well documented (Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, & George, 2004; Tsui & O’Reilly, 1989; Tsui, Porter, & Egan, 2002). These findings also receive support from the expatriate literature, in which much research has focused on expatriates that are
ethnically different from local employees. Applying social identity theory and self-categorization theory, this literature has documented how out-group categorization might become a barrier for expatriates to gain support and information from local employees. Local employees might categorize expatriates as out-group members based on surface-level differences such as ethnicity and might be reluctant to provide role information, share knowledge or give social support (Mäkelä, Andersson, & Seppälä, 2012; Pichler, Varma, & Budhwar, 2012; Toh & DeNisi, 2007; Varma, Pichler, & Budhwar, 2011b). This suggests ethnically similar expatriates will experience fewer problems because of the ethnic in-group characterization by local employees. Nevertheless, research on ethnically similar expatriates contradicts these findings. Research reveals that some ethnically similar expatriates view local employees as hostile and not trustworthy (Hung, 1994; McEllister, 1998). Some complained that they were disliked (Björkman & Schapp, 1994), envied (Selmer & Shiu, 1999), or even resented by local employees (Goodall & Warner, 1998). These negative perceptions might easily result in communication barriers and inhibit expatriates from fulfilling their organizational mission of gaining knowledge from local employees.

To explain why ethnic similarity does not always generate the expected social benefits, we need to examine prevailing assumptions in the current expatriate literature. The first assumption is that expatriates view their ethnic identity as important and that this identity guides their attitudes or behaviors. Social identity theory (Tajfel, 1981) and self-categorization theory (Turner, 1982), however, postulate that individuals belong to multiple social groups and have multiple social identities (Ashforth & Mael, 1989) that may conflict with each other and signal contradicting behavioral instructions (Burke, 2003). Social identity theory acknowledges an individual’s freedom in determining which identity is important in a given situation (Ashmore, Deaux, & McLaughlin-Volpe, 2004). Which identity individuals choose to focus on is based on its personal importance or situational relevance (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001) and ethnically similar expatriates might not necessarily view their ethnic identity as personally important or situationally relevant. When interacting with local employees, they might want to stress their work identities, such as their identity as a manager, team leader, or a professional. In this case, ethnic similarity will not generate the expected social benefits.

The second issue relates to the current literature’s neglect of the fact that when expatriates interact with local employees, the role of expatriates’ ethnicity is complicated. On the one hand, the expatriate might not necessarily view their ethnicity-based ethnic identity as important. On the other hand, their objective ethnicity is likely to be salient in the eyes of local employees in an environment in which multiple ethnic identities co-exist (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Ashforth & Mael, 1989). The salience of expatriates’ ethnicity might prevent local employees from recognizing expatriates’ other identities and, consequently, influence
local employees’ social expectations (Ramarajan, 2014). For example, in the eyes of local employees, the ethnicity of ethnically similar expatriates is likely to be salient because it is usually visible and forms a contrast with ethnically different expatriates. Based on self-categorization theory (Turner, 1982), a salient ethnic identity primes local employees to make an ethnicity-based social categorization of expatriates. This will lead them to view ethnically similar expatriates as ethnic in-groups, which, in turn, generates expectations that expatriates will follow ethnic cultural norms or demonstrate in-group favoritism as predicted by social identity theory (Brewer, 1979). Local employees may further assume that ethnic identity is equally important to the ethnically similar expatriates.

Taking together the arguments in the two previous paragraphs, local employees may view expatriates’ ethnic identity very differently from how expatriates view their own identity. The psychological processes underlying identity perceptions are different for local employees and for expatriates, resulting in potentially very different assumptions. These, in turn, are likely to influence interactions between them and may help explain the inconclusive findings in previous research on the challenges ethnically similar expatriates face when interacting with local employees.

The third issue we intend to address relates to an unbalanced examination of expatriate-local employee interactions. The current literature tends to simplify the situation by focusing on only one social party’s experiences, usually the local employees’ categorization of expatriates and their willingness to support expatriates (Bonache, Langinier, & Zárraga-Oberty, 2016; Pichler et al., 2012; Toh & DeNisi, 2007). Previous research seems to assume that as long as local employees are willing to support expatriates, their relationship with expatriates will be positive. However, the literature ignores the fact that to establish positive expatriate-local employee relationships, expatriates also play a role. If expatriates do not consider local employees as trustworthy, their interactions with local employees might not contribute positively to their performance.

The concept of expatriates’ EIC can address the problems we have identified. It integrates the views of expatriates and local employees into one concept. On the one hand, it takes expatriates’ individual differences into consideration and does not assume that all expatriates view their ethnic identity as important. On the other hand, it does not assume the views of either expatriates or local employees alone will determine the outcome of their interactions. Instead, EIC acknowledges that incongruent views may exist between these two parties and that the level of congruence can affect interactions between expatriates and local employees. Finally, by focusing on expatriates’ EIC, we provide valuable information about expatriates’ experiences when interacting with local employees, an area rarely explored in expatriate research.
ETHNIC IDENTITY CONFIRMATION: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The concept of expatriates’ EIC has two theoretical foundations. One is self-verification theory. This contributes the first key element of this concept, namely perceptual congruence. A high level of confirmation is achieved when both parties believe the expatriate’s ethnic identity is important or when both view it as not particularly important. A lack of confirmation refers to situations when the two parties hold divergent views. Thus, expatriates’ EIC is determined by two pieces of information, namely the importance that expatriates attach to their own ethnic identity and the importance that local employees attach to the expatriates’ ethnic identity. Levels of confirmation can be computed as long as we know the views of both parties.

Self-verification theory explains why identity confirmation is important to expatriates. This theory assumes that searching for coherence is a fundamental human desire (Swann, Rentfrow, & Guinn, 2003). One source of coherence is to have a stable self-definition (Cooley, 1983; Polzer, Milton, & Swann, 2002). However, as we discussed earlier, although the focal individuals (i.e., expatriates) have the freedom to decide whether or not their ethnic identity is important, in social interactions, the perceivers (i.e., local employees) also have freedom in assessing the level of importance of the focal person’s ethnic identity. Thus, both views need to be considered in order to predict the outcome of their social interactions. When incongruent views occur, it can cause feelings of frustration (Swann et al., 2003) because they challenge the focal person’s basic self-view (or identity), a meaning system which tells people who they are, how they should behave and how they are related to others (Seyle & Swann, 2007). In contrast, when agreement is achieved, individuals can gain positive feelings about themselves, such as being in control and being accepted (Swann et al., 2003); it can also generate positive feelings about others, helps to develop confidence in such relationships and makes people more willing to commit to those relationships (Burke & Stets, 1999). Consequently, individuals tend to communicate more with people who verify their identity (Swann et al., 2003).

Social identity and self-categorization theory contribute to the content of perceptual congruence, which is the second key element of expatriates’ EIC. These theories provide the basis for why the perceived importance of ethnic identity is contested. When people seek confirmation of personal identity, they contest whether or not a person has certain personal characteristics (Milton & Westphal, 2005; Swann & Ely, 1984). For example, for people who view being creative (or not creative) as one of their personal characteristics, identity confirmation occurs when others also attribute creativity (or lack of creativity) to them. When it comes to social identity, what is contested is not whether or not the expatriate has the ethnic group membership, because an ascribed identity cannot be imposed or denied. However, what can be negotiated is whether or not the ascribed
Ethnic identity should guide the interaction and, more specifically, how important the focal ethnic identity is deemed to be. As discussed previously, to avoid conflicting norms and demands related to multiple social identities, individuals tend to focus on an identity subjectively important or situationally relevant to them at a particular time (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001). Taking ethnic Chinese expatriates as an example, they might not view their ethnic identity as important. They might think that “I am ethnic Chinese, but this identity is not important to me at work. I want to be seen as a professional, and prefer to follow professional norms”. Nevertheless, in the eyes of local employees the salience of expatriates’ ethnic identity might suppress the perceived importance of their other identities. Thus, local employees might think that “You are Chinese. This identity should be more important to you than other identities, so your behaviors should be guided by this identity”.

EIC is a generic phenomenon. In a social interaction, it affects both social parties. When expatriates interact with local employees, both parties might desire to have their ethnic identity confirmed by the other party. However, due to different ethnic-cultural backgrounds and the organizational status of expatriates and local employees, these two identity confirmation processes might have different underlying mechanisms. For simplicity, in this paper we, therefore, only focus on expatriates’ EIC. Additionally, EIC not only affects ethnically similar expatriate-local employee pairs but also affects ethnically different pairs. Thus, in the development of our hypotheses, we compare and contrast the effects of expatriates’ EIC on the social interactions of both types of expatriate-local employee pairs.

ETHNIC IDENTITY CONFIRMATION AND EXPATRIATE-LOCAL EMPLOYEE INTERACTIONS

One school of research on self-verification focuses on the consequences of self-verification. Specifically, researchers reveal its direct consequences on the target person’s well-being (Swann et al., 2003); their attitudes towards others (Burke & Stets, 1999) and communication with other people (Polzer et al., 2002; Seyle & Swann, 2007; Thatcher & Greer, 2008); as well as its indirect consequences on teams and organizations (Polzer et al., 2002; Seyle & Swann, 2007; Thatcher & Greer, 2008). Following this vein, we first investigated expatriates’ attitudes towards local employees, specifically their evaluation of local employees’ personal characteristics, such as benevolence or integrity (i.e. perceived trustworthiness), as the direct consequence of expatriates’ EIC. Trustworthiness is an important factor in relationships between expatriates and local employees. It refers to people’s cognitive evaluation of other people’s personal characteristics that may provide justification for them to trust others (Colquitt, Scott, & LePine, 2007). It is a key predictor of many positive workplace behaviors, such as more frequent interactions, communication and information sharing (Tsui et al., 2002). Based on social identity and self-categorization
theories (Tajfel, 1981; Turner, 1982), ethnic similarity encourages ethnicity-based in-group categorization; thus, ethnically similar expatriates are expected to have an advantage over ethnically dissimilar expatriates in establishing positive relationships with local employees. However, for these advantages to materialize depends on whether or not expatriates can develop positive views towards local employees.

In addition, we explore the indirect impact of expatriates’ EIC on an organizational level outcome, namely expatriates’ knowledge acquisition from local employees. This is an important factor for both expatriates and MNCs. For expatriates, gaining knowledge about the host country’s social, cultural and business environment provides an opportunity for personal development in terms of developing a global mindset, international leadership opportunities, or potential career prospects (Caligiuri & Lazarova, 2001; Furuya, Stevens, Bird, Oddou, & Mendenhall, 2009; Shaffer, Kraimer, Chen, & Bolino, 2012). For MNCs, gaining host country knowledge through employing expatriates could be a corporate global strategy (Antal, 2001; Harzing, Pudelko, & Reiche, 2015; Lazarova & Tarique, 2005). To gain knowledge, expatriates need to recognize local employees as a knowledge source. They also need to interact and communicate with local employees. Expatriates’ EIC is an important predictor for knowledge acquisition.

When developing hypotheses in each of the sections below, we follow the same order. First, we discuss the overall effects of high EIC (i.e. when ethnic identity is seen as either important or unimportant by both parties), then explain the interplay between high EIC and ethnic similarity, followed by a discussion on the effects of low EIC.

**Ethnic Similarity, Ethnic Identity Confirmation and Trustworthiness**

High EIC (i.e. when ethnic identity is seen as either important or unimportant by both parties) signals attitudinal congruence, which can give expatriates a feeling that their identity choice has been accepted and is respected by specific local employees (Polzer et al., 2002). This perception can encourage expatriates to form positive evaluations of local employees who confirm their identity. Furthermore, if confirmation occurs repeatedly through frequent interactions, expatriates can gain more knowledge about the local employees’ personal characteristics (Burke & Stets, 1999). For example, expatriates might believe local employees will act more benevolently towards them; they might also feel a high level of certainty when interacting with local employees because they know the principles local employees follow when they interact (Burke & Stets, 1999). Thus, high EIC encourages expatriates to view local employees as trustworthy.

Ethnic similarity might strengthen the effects of high EIC. Expatriates might see ethnically similar local employees as ethnic in-group members. This psychological connection can encourage expatriates to see local employees as more trustworthy than out-groups. This is because people who associate themselves with their in-group are likely to make biased
attributions towards their in-group members (Brewer, 1979; Tajfel, 1981; Tsui et al., 2002; Turner, 1982). The situation is different, however, for ethnically different expatriates. When both expatriates and local employees view expatriates' ethnic identity as highly important, this agreement could strengthen the perceived inter-group distinction and, in turn, strengthen distrust toward out-groups. Ethnic dissimilarity might discourage expatriates from perceiving local employees as trustworthy. Therefor, ethnic difference might mitigate the positive effect of high EIC for ethnically different expatriates.

Low EIC indicates divergent views toward what role expatriates' identity should play in their interactions, or an identity negotiation failure. Low EIC is likely to prevent both types of expatriates from viewing local employees as trustworthy. When people interact, especially at an early stage in a relationship, they will experience a conscious or subconscious identity negotiation process (Polzer et al., 2002; Swann & Bosson, 2008). An agreed identity for each party sets behavioral guides for subsequent social interactions (Ting-Toomey, 2005). As a result, expatriates may be uncertain about what social rules local employees will follow or may find it difficult to predict how they will behave. This increases uncertainty in their interactions and, in turn, reduces perceptions of trustworthiness. This negative effect is likely to be even stronger for ethnically different expatriates, because the perceived uncertainty might add to the already existing challenge of ethnic difference. Accordingly, we hypothesize

Hypothesis 1: The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of local employee trustworthiness by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates.

Ethnic Similarity, Ethnic Identity Confirmation and Knowledge Acquisition

The success of knowledge transfer is influenced by the knowledge source (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000), the knowledge seeker (Szulanski, 1996), the sender-receiver relationship (Simonin, 1999) and the transfer process (i.e., social interaction) (Hansen, 1999). As one step in knowledge transfer, knowledge acquisition is also influenced by these factors (Lazarova & Tarique, 2005). High EIC can encourage knowledge acquisition. When high EIC is achieved (i.e. when ethnic identity is perceived as either important or unimportant by both parties), expatriates (i.e. the knowledge seeker) can benefit from feeling understood, accepted and respected (Polzer et al., 2002). Thus, they might feel confident in having more interactions and communication with local employees (i.e. the knowledge source) who confirm their ethnic identity. Frequent interactions smoothen the knowledge acquisition process, making it easier for knowledge to flow between the two parties (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000). Research on organizational newcomer learning has revealed frequent social interactions are an important channel from which newcomers can
learn. Before establishing a close relationship with colleagues, newcomers can learn by observing other colleagues’ attitudes and behaviors (Morrison, 1993). After a close relationship is established, newcomers might then be able to ask for information directly, which also relies on interactions (Morrison, 1993). Newcomers to MNCs’ subsidiaries (Black, Mendenhall, & Oddou, 1991), expatriates are expected to gain more knowledge from frequent interactions with local employees.

Again, the effect of EIC might interplay with ethnic similarity. Ethnic similarity not only encourages more social interactions between ethnically similar expatriates and local employees, but also ensures people’s willingness to share knowledge, because both parties might feel obliged to support each other by sharing information (Doosje, Ellemers, & Spears, 1995). In contrast, the positive effects of high EIC might be reduced for ethnically different expatriates because of perceived social distance. This distance can come from two sources. First, an ethnicity based out-group categorization can create a psychological distance between expatriates and local employees, thereby discouraging communication. Second, people experience social anxiety when interacting with others from different demographic groups (i.e., cultural, ethnic, and gender groups), because they are unsure how others will behave (Stephan & Stephan, 1985), so they might be reluctant to interact with demographically different others. Therefore, we expect that high EIC encourages more knowledge acquisition for ethnically similar expatriates than for ethnically different expatriates.

In contrast, a lack of EIC is likely to generate opposite effects to what we have described above for both types of expatriates. If expatriates perceive local employees as not understanding their own view of ethnic identity, this might reduce expatriates intention to interact with local employees. As a result, a channel for knowledge exchange is blocked. If they view local employees as hostile, they might not be willing to seek knowledge from them. Therefore, we hypothesize that

Hypothesis 2: The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of knowledge acquisition by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates.

The Mediating Role of Trustworthiness

Whether or not people actively seek knowledge could depend on the benevolence of the source (Lee, 1997). Expatriates’ perceived trustworthiness of local employees can facilitate expatriates’ knowledge acquisition in two ways. First, expatriates are more likely to communicate with local employees who they perceive as trustworthy, and frequent interactions ensure an important knowledge transfer channel (Hansen, 1999; Kogut &
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Zander, 1992; Nonaka, 1994). Second, expatriates are likely to seek knowledge directly from local employees because perceived trustworthiness indicates a high chance of success in acquiring the knowledge. Therefore, we hypothesize that expatriates’ perception of local employees’ trustworthiness mediates the association between ethnic (dis)similarity and expatriates’ knowledge acquisition:

Hypothesis 3: The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of knowledge acquisition -- via perception of local employee trustworthiness -- by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates.

METHODS

In 2012, we conducted a survey among white-collar employee dyads in Beijing, China. Each dyad consisted of an expatriate and his/her Chinese colleague. We made contact with expatriates through convenience and snowball sampling strategies (Dillman, 2007) at a variety of networking events. Two inclusion criteria were applied for the selection of expatriates: their employment in China was a temporary appointment made by the headquarters or another subsidiary, and they were not citizens of China. For ethnically similar expatriates, there was an additional criterion: they were ethnic Chinese by their own admission. Two hundred and eight expatriates who fulfilled the criteria were invited to participate in our survey. They were asked to select one of their Chinese colleagues to participate. A total of 292 questionnaires (including questionnaires from expatriates and local employees) were returned. After excluding incomplete responses and the ones that could not be matched in a pair, we were left with 128 valid pairs of (or 256) respondents. Although we did not specifically aim to have an equal number for ethnically similar and dissimilar expatriate pairs, we ended with 64 pairs in each group.

Hard copy surveys were hand-delivered by the principal researcher to expatriates’ offices during the three days following networking events. Copies of the survey for both expatriates and their Chinese colleagues were included in each package. Expatriates received an English language copy of the questionnaire and Chinese employees received a Chinese version, which was translated by bilingual academics. Subsequently, focus groups of bilingual language experts and Chinese employees verified the accuracy of the translation. Expatriates were given two sealed envelopes, each containing a survey and a prepaid envelope. The name of the expatriate was printed on one envelope and “for your Chinese colleague” was printed on the other. The majority (nearly 80%) of participants mailed back the questionnaire independently. In some cases (approximately 20%), we collected the sealed envelopes from their offices.
The expatriate respondents in the dataset belonged to a variety of North American and European ethnic groups. 61.7% of all expatriates were male and the median age was in the 30-34 category. Chinese employee respondents were expatriates’ personal assistants, team members, or colleagues in the same office. 31.2% of the Chinese employees were male and the median age was in the 25-29 category. The time they had worked with the expatriate ranged between 1 and 108 months with an average of 1.3 years. The 43 MNCs’ Chinese subsidiaries in which the respondents were employed operated in 24 industries, including accounting, architecture, consulting, energy, governmental organizations, graphic design, IT, law, the media, telecommunications, and real estate. They were fully or partially owned by organizations headquartered in a variety of countries, including Australia, Canada, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States.

In most cases, a 6-point Likert type scale was used. Since Chinese participants have been found to be less likely to choose extreme values in Likert-scales than Australians, Europeans and North Americans (Harzing, 2006; Yeh et al., 1998), to avoid response bias, a scale without a neutral point was used to encourage participants to express their opinions about statements given in the survey (Harzing, 2006).

**MEASURES**

**Outcome variable: Knowledge acquisition** (*Perceived knowledge acquired by expatriates from Chinese local employees*). We measured knowledge acquisition based on people’s perceptions (Noorderhaven & Harzing, 2009; Reiche, 2011). We identified three types of knowledge that expatriates might acquire from local employees: task-related, local-organization related and professional knowledge (Hocking, Brown, & Harzing, 2004; Lazarova & Tarique, 2005). We asked expatriates to evaluate how much information they had gained from their Chinese colleague in relation to these categories (1 = none … 6 = very much). All three items loaded on one factor (α = 0.75). A continuous measure was constructed by taking the mean of the values of the three responses.

**Main effects: Ethnic similarity** (*between expatriates and local Chinese colleagues*). The ethnic similarity of the expatriate and local employees was constructed as a dichotomous variable (ethnically similar expatriates = 1, ethnically different expatriates = 0).

**Ethnic identity confirmation** (*Level of agreement between expatriate’s ethnic identity importance self-view and Chinese colleague’s view of the importance of expatriate’s ethnic identity*). As a new concept in the management literature, there is no existing scale to measure EIC. When Thatcher and Greer (2008) applied the self-verification mechanism to investigate social identities in work teams, they asked participants to rank the importance
of multiple social identities on a Likert-scale. Following their example, we developed a similar approach to measure EIC. As this is the first time EIC has been measured, we treated perceived importance as a unidimensional concept, and used a single item to measure the perceived global importance of expatriates' ethnic identity. We believed this to be the most straightforward way to operationalize our definition (Wanous, Reichers, & Hudy, 1997). Expatriates were asked to evaluate the following statement: “I believe that my ethnic identity is an important factor when I interact with this colleague at work” (1 = strongly disagree ... 6 = strongly agree). Their Chinese colleagues were asked to evaluate the same statement in relation to their expatriate colleague: “His/her ethnic identity is an important factor when I interact with him/her at work.” (1 = strongly disagree ... 6 = strongly agree). By calculating the value of the difference between the expatriate’s score (self-view) and the colleague’s score (other-view), then reverse-scoring the absolute difference, we were able to measure the level of perceptual confirmation between the two parties. The higher the score, the greater the confirmation. Although difference scores are limited in their application, in this situation they form a direct operationalization of our definition of EIC (Milton & Westphal, 2005; Polzer et al., 2002). However, our measure does not distinguish between whether, for example, both dyadic partners rated the value as important or unimportant. Methods such as polynomial regression would be needed to test a complex, finer-grained model (Edwards, 1994, 2001; Edwards & Parry, 1993) and we recommend that further studies use such an approach with larger samples.

**Mediator: Trustworthiness** (Expatriates’ perception of Chinese colleagues’ caring motives, promise fulfillment, integrity, and consistency). Mayer and his colleagues identify three dimensions of the concept of trustworthiness, including ability (trustee’s skills and competence in a certain domain), benevolence (trustor’s perception that the trustee will want do good to him/her) and integrity (trustor’s perception that the trustee adheres to a set of principles that the trustor finds acceptable) (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). However, these three dimensions are not necessarily relevant to all situations (Mayer & Davis, 1999). In this context, high EIC affects expatriates’ evaluations of local employees’ attitudes in terms of whether or not they respect them, hold hostile attitudes towards them, or what principle they follow when interacting with them. As a result, we believe EIC is associated with the benevolence and integrity dimensions of trustworthiness, but not the ability dimension, which has more to do with expertise, skills or competence (Mayer et al., 1995). Therefore, in this study, we excluded the ability items and only adapted five benevolence and integrity items from the trustworthiness scale developed by Mayer, Davis and Schoorman (1995). Expatriates were asked about their level of agreement with the following statements concerning their colleague: “He/she would not knowingly do anything to hurt me (benevolence)”; “He/she really looks out for what is important for me (benevolence)”; “He/she will go out of his/her way to help me (benevolence)”; “I never have to wonder whether he/she will stick to his/her word (integrity)”; and “Moral principles seem to guide his/her behaviors (integrity)” (1 = strongly disagree ... 6 =
strongly agree). All items loaded on one factor ($\alpha = 0.89$). A continuous measure was constructed by taking the mean of the 5 items.

**Control variables.** Based on previous literature, expatriates’ individual characteristics might affect their attitudes toward local employees; thus, we collected information on three control variables, including gender, age and expatriates’ language proficiency (Noels, 2014; Polzer et al., 2002; Thatcher & Greer, 2008). Additionally, dyadic level factors might also have affected the hypothesized outcome. Specifically, we collected information on expatriates’ relationship length with local employees. In the survey, age was represented by 9 categories ranging from 20 to 65. Gender was constructed as a dichotomous variable (0 = female, 1 = male). Participants were asked how many months they had worked with their colleague. When each person in the dyad provided different information (43% of dyads provided matched information, 27.5% of dyads provided information with a discrepancy of 1 month and 29.5% of dyads provided information with a discrepancy of more than 3 months), the mean value was calculated. Finally, language skills are an important indicator of identity (Noels, 2014). The Chinese language proficiency of expatriates, especially ethnically similar expatriates, might affect how their Chinese colleagues view them. Thus, a dichotomous variable was constructed (0 = non-native speaker level, 1 = native speaker level).

**RESULTS**

We first assessed the discriminant validity of the two multi-item scales (i.e., perceived trustworthiness, and perceived knowledge acquisition) in the data. We used AMOS (Arbuckle, 1997) to conduct a confirmatory factor analysis with two latent variables representing perceived trustworthiness and perceived knowledge acquisition. The fit indices show a good fit to the data ($\chi^2 = 60.93$, $df = 38$, $p < 0.05$, $CFI = 0.96$, $IFI = 0.96$, $RMSEA = 0.06$). CFI and IFI values that are closer to 1 reflect better-fitting models (Byrne, 2001) and values of 0.08 or less for RMSEA indicate a good fit (Dilalla, 2000). In addition, we compared the two-factor model against a single-factor model (with a single latent variable representing both measures). The results show a poor fit with the single-factor model ($\chi^2 = 284.19$, $df = 42$, $p < 0.001$, $CFI = 0.70$, $IFI = 0.71$, $RMSEA = 0.17$). The two-factor model fits the data significantly better than the single-factor model ($\Delta \chi^2 = 223.26$, $df = 4$, $p < 0.01$). These results confirm the discriminant validity of the two constructs drawn from the survey.

Since heterogeneity might have existed between ethnic Chinese expatriates and those of other ethnicities, we conducted invariance tests to ensure participants from the two groups associated survey items with the same constructs (configural invariance) and that the factor
loadings of items reached invariance across groups (metric invariance) (Cheung & Rensvold, 1999). The configural invariance test results show that the two groups employed the same conceptual frame of reference ($\chi^2 = 62.94, df = 38, p < 0.05, CFI = 0.95, TLI = 0.92, RMSEA = 0.07$). Metric invariance test results show that factor loading invariance was also achieved ($\chi^2 = 65.24, df = 44, p < 0.05, CFI = 0.96, TLI = 0.93, RMSEA = 0.06$) (Hair et al., 1998). When constraints were added to the configural model, the overall model fit was not worsened ($\Delta \chi^2 = 2.01, df = 6, p = \text{ns}$).

Means, standard deviations and zero-order correlations for all variables are presented in Table I. We used hierarchical regression and PROCESS Model 8 (Hayes, 2013; Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007) to test the hypotheses.

### Table I: Correlation Matrix and Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Relationship length</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>19.71</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Age</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Language proficiency</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Knowledge acquisition</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ethnic similarity</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ethnic identity confirmation</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Trustworthiness</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N = 128. \ ^*p < 0.01; \ ^\text{ns}p < 0.05$

Hypothesis 1 (The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of local employee trustworthiness by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates) was tested and results are presented in Table II. Controls and main effects were entered in Step 1 of the regression. The similarity coefficient was insignificant as expected ($b = 0.04, p = \text{ns}$). The age coefficient was significant ($b = 0.12, p < 0.05$), but all others were insignificant. The interaction term was included in Step 2 of the regression and the coefficient was significant and positive ($b = 0.28, p < 0.05, \Delta R^2 = 0.03, p < 0.05$). Figure 1 depicts the effect of EIC on the two types of expatriates. EIC generated higher levels of perceived trustworthiness toward local employees for ethnically similar expatriates ($b = 0.22, p < 0.05$), but not for ethnically different expatriates ($b = 0.06, p = \text{ns}$). Hypothesis 1 was supported.
Table II: Expatriates’ Perception of Local Employee Trustworthiness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant</strong></td>
<td>4.43 (0.19)**</td>
<td>4.44 (0.19)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship length</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.09 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.12 (0.05)*</td>
<td>0.11 (0.04)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language proficiency</td>
<td>-0.32 (0.25)</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic similarity (similarity = 1, dissimilarity = 0)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic identity confirmation</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.09)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic similarity * ethnic identity confirmation</td>
<td>0.28 (0.13)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R^2</strong></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R^2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR^2</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=128. Ethnicity similarity=1, ethnic dissimilarity = 0.
Table entries are unstandardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

Figure 1: Profile Plot: Trustworthiness
Hypothesis 2 (The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of knowledge acquisition by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates) was tested and the results are presented in Table III. Controls, main effects and the mediator were entered in Step 1 of the regression. The similarity coefficient was insignificant as expected ($b = -0.10$, $p = ns$). The trustworthiness coefficient ($b = 0.49$, $p < 0.01$) and language coefficient ($b = 0.61$, $p < 0.05$) were significant, but all others were insignificant. The interaction term was included in Step 2 of the regression. In contrast to the findings for trustworthiness, the coefficient was significant and negative ($b = -0.43$, $p < 0.01$, $\Delta R^2 = 0.03$, $p < 0.01$). Figure 2 depicts the effect of EIC on two types of expatriates. EIC generated higher levels of perception of knowledge acquisition for ethnically different expatriates ($b = 0.21$, $p < 0.05$), but not for ethnically similar expatriates ($b = -0.22$, $p = ns$) (shown in direct effects in Table IV). Hypothesis 2 was not supported.

| Table III: Expatriates’ Perception of Knowledge Acquisition from Local Employees |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                 | Step 1         | Step 2         |
| **Constant**                   | 1.41 (0.58)*   | 1.45 (0.54)'   |
| **Control variables**          |                |                |
| Relationship length            | 0.01 (0.01)    | 0.01 (0.01)    |
| Gender                         | -0.11 (0.20)   | -0.11 (0.19)   |
| Age                            | 0.03 (0.07)    | 0.04 (0.06)    |
| Language proficiency           | 0.61 (0.26)*   | 0.63 (0.26)*   |
| Trustworthiness                | 0.49 (0.10)**  | 0.52 (0.11)**  |
| **Main effects**               |                |                |
| Ethnic similarity (similarity = 1, dissimilarity = 0) | -0.10 (0.20) | -0.12 (0.19) |
| Ethnic identity confirmation   | 0.02 (0.08)    | 0.21 (0.11)*   |
| **Interaction**               |                |                |
| Ethnic similarity * Ethnic identity confirmation | -0.43 (0.16)** |               |
| **R^2**                        | 0.22***        | 0.26***        |
| Adjusted R^2                   | 0.18***        | 0.21***        |
| \(\Delta R^2\)                | 0.03"          |               |

Note: N=128. Table entries are unstandardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table IV: Summary of Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnically different expats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnically similar expats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=128. **$p < 0.01$; *$p < 0.05$
To test Hypothesis 3 (The higher the level of EIC, the higher the perception of knowledge acquisition -- via perception of local employee trustworthiness -- by ethnically similar expatriates compared with ethnically different expatriates), we used template 8 of the PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2013; Preacher, Rucker & Hayes, 2007) and a bias-corrected bootstrapping confidence interval test. The indirect effect of the interaction was significant and positive: index of moderated mediation = 0.15 (SE = 0.08, 95% CI: 0.01 to 0.32). EIC generated higher levels of perception of knowledge acquisition via perceived local employee trustworthiness for ethnically similar expatriates ($b = 0.12, p < 0.05$), but not for ethnically different expatriates ($b = -0.03, p = \text{ns}$). We present the direct, indirect and total effects in Table IV. Hypothesis 3 was supported.

**DISCUSSION**

Our research has revealed evidence to help explain an important conundrum in the expatriate literature, namely why sharing an ethnic identity with local employees does not always provide the expected advantages for expatriates. Our findings showed that while ethnic similarity had no significant association with expatriates’ perception of local
employee trustworthiness or knowledge acquisition, significant relationships became apparent when ethnic similarity was combined with EIC.

First, the higher the level of EIC for ethnically similar expatriates, the higher the level of perceived local employee trustworthiness. That is, ethnic similarity helps expatriates in establishing positive relationships with local employees, such as encouraging expatriates to view local employees as trustworthy if both parties reach a high level of agreement on the importance of expatriates’ ethnic identity. Therefore, examining the similarities in demographic factors per se is not enough; we also need to consider the perceptual congruence between two parties on the demographic characteristic in question.

Second, an unanticipated finding is that the higher the level of EIC for ethnically different expatriates, the higher the level of perceived knowledge acquisition. This contradicts the expectations of research on ethnic dissimilarity (Mäkelä et al., 2012; Pichler et al., 2012; Toh & DeNisi, 2007; Varma et al., 2011b). It may be that ethnic dissimilarity, language or cultural barriers limit the ability of expatriates to gain knowledge from society independently; thus, local employees become an important knowledge source for them. High EIC gives expatriates the perception that they are respected by local colleagues and can, thus, encourage expatriates to seek knowledge actively from their local colleagues. This can facilitate expatriates’ learning from the different types of knowledge held by locals. Furthermore, high EIC can help local employees to identify the knowledge gap that these expatriates might have and purposefully provide knowledge to fill the gap (Leonardelli & Toh, 2011). As a result, expatriates’ expectations are met and so they believe that they have gained knowledge.

This finding does not deny the challenges caused by ethnic dissimilarity in the literature though. It is possible that local employees share certain types of knowledge with ethnically different expatriates, such as work-related knowledge, and general knowledge about the local culture and society, but withhold other types of knowledge, such as more sensitive knowledge. The items we used to measure knowledge acquisition all focused more on general knowledge (such as task-oriented knowledge, local organizational knowledge and professional knowledge) that might not be subject to the knowledge withholding effect related to ethnic out-group categorization. Future research could refine the measure of knowledge acquisition to investigate further the relationship between in-/out-group categorization and knowledge acquisition.

Finally, our most important finding is that for both types of expatriates, the higher the level of EIC, the higher the level of perceived knowledge acquisition; however, the underlying mechanisms differ. As previously discussed, ethnic dissimilarity is directly associated with expatriates’ perception of knowledge acquisition, whereas for ethnically similar expatriates
the association is indirect via their perception of local employees’ trustworthiness. This indicates the effects of the interplay between ethnic (dis)similarity and EIC are not symmetrical. The mechanism is more complicated when expatriates share an ethnicity with local employees. Specifically, having their ethnic identity self-view confirmed by ethnically similar others can potentially encourage expatriates to trust local employees and this subsequently generates perceptions of knowledge acquisition. Our study, thus, reveals the complexity of how ethnic (dis)similarity works in expatriate-local employee interactions. The results clearly indicate the importance of considering the concept of EIC when examining objective demographic similarity.

**Theoretical Contributions**

**To the expatriate literature.** Our study advances the literature on how ethnic (dis)similarity affects expatriate-local employee interactions in two ways. First, although the role of demographic factors, such as race and ethnicity, has received considerable attention in the expatriate literature (Olsen & Martins, 2009; Tung, 2008), relatively few studies have investigated the mechanisms underlying these factors other than similarity attraction and in-group/out-group categorization. With EIC, we offer an alternative mechanism explaining that objective ethnic identity per se might not be what influences interactions between expatriates and local employees, instead, social parties perceive the importance of their respective ethnic identities is crucial. Furthermore, EIC takes the perception of both social parties into consideration and thereby provides a new angle to understand the social impact of ethnic (dis)similarity in expatriate-local employee interactions. Second, our results reveal the complexity of ethnic (dis)similarity by revealing the asymmetrical effect it might create. The interaction between ethnic (dis)similarity and expatriates’ EIC affects expatriates’ perceived knowledge acquisition from local employees directly for ethnically different expatriates, but indirectly for ethnically similar expatriates. This advances our understanding of the role of ethnic (dis)similarity in expatriate-local employee interactions.

Furthermore, establishing positive relationships with local employees is related to expatriates’ work adjustment and interaction adjustment (Black et al., 1991). When investigating expatriate-local employee interactions, current research primarily focuses on how expatriates’ identity affects local employees, such as local employees’ social categorization of expatriates or their attitudes towards expatriates (Pichler et al., 2012; Toh & DeNisi, 2007; Varma et al., 2016 ; Varma, Toh, & Budhwar, 2006). Researchers have rarely investigated expatriates’ experiences in reaction to local employees’ views of them. It is assumed that as long as local employees view expatriates’ as in-groups or hold positive views toward expatriates, positive relationships between these two parties will be established. However, establishing positive relationships requires efforts from both parties
and so how expatriates view local employees cannot be neglected. Our results contribute to this missing link in the literature by focusing on expatriates’ perceptions of local employees’ trustworthiness.

**To the identity confirmation literature.** In the field of management, the self-verification mechanism has been mainly applied in personal identity research (Milton & Westphal, 2005; Polzer et al., 2002). Our study enriches this stream of research by providing evidence of its application to social identity, which so far has only received limited attention in the management literature (such as Thatcher & Greer, 2008). We have also extended this line of research to the new context of expatriate management. This context provides an ideal opportunity to investigate the effect of EIC, a specific type of identity confirmation, because if some expatriates share an ethnicity with local employees but others do not, the ethnicity contrast is likely to become salient for local employees. They might use expatriates’ ethnicity to make an ethnicity-based social categorization. Therefore, the concept of EIC can be used to examine the consequences when local employees’ views of the expatriates’ ethnic identity are divergent/convergent from expatriates’ self-view.

**Practical Implications**

The results of our study can help HR managers understand whether or not employing ethnically similar expatriates is beneficial to the organization and to what extent ethnic (dis)similarity affects expatriates’ performance. Firstly, based on our research, sharing an ethnicity with local employees could be a double-edged sword for expatriates. It could generate social benefits for expatriates when expatriates and local employees agree on the importance of their shared ethnic identity. However, conflicting views might generate different social expectations between the two parties, possibly inhibiting the establishment of positive relationships and preventing expatriates from gaining knowledge from local employees. To realize the benefits, MNCs need to provide help to both ethnically similar expatriates and local employees. For example, MNCs could provide identity management training to both expatriates and local employees.

The training could first develop expatriates’ awareness of the role of identity and identity management. If expatriates are consciously aware of their identity choices and identity management behavior, they will be able to navigate purposefully the role of identity in social interactions. For example, if expatriates realize that local employees’ views of the expatriate’s ethnic identity might differ from their own, they can initiate identity negotiation with local employees. They could, for instance, use identity symbols (e.g., dress, choice of language, and decoration of office space) to let local employees know their personal identity choice; they could also talk with local employees directly to gain their
Understanding of their identity choices (Deaux & Ethier, 1998; Swann & Bosson, 2008). Thus, training on identity expression and identity negotiation skills could help expatriates to gain EIC and help ensure that their shared ethnic identity is a factor that facilitates rather than harms relationships.

Current organizational support programs tend to focus exclusively on expatriates (Caligiuri, Phillips, Lazarova, Tarique, & Burgi, 2001; Harzing & Pinnington, 2011). However, to achieve smooth interactions, both social parties need to make an effort to understand each other. MNCs could also improve local employees’ awareness of the social implications of identity; help them to understand the possibly divergent identity views between them and expatriates, and encourage them to discuss openly their identity with expatriates. Finally, to ensure expatriates and local employees can exchange ideas about their identity freely, MNCs need to create an organizational environment that treats employees with diverse identities equally, encourages the free expression of identity, and respects employees’ identity choices.

In terms of the effect of ethnic identity on expatriates’ performance, our study reveals that both ethnically similar and ethnically dissimilar expatriates can gain knowledge from local employees, but through different mechanisms. Therefore, it is essential for MNCs to understand that expatriates with different ethnicities might face different challenges on international assignments. To succeed, different types of expatriates might need to behave differently. Consequently, a universal expatriate support program might not be appropriate. HR managers should provide tailored support to different types of expatriates to target the specific identity challenges they face. Although both types of expatriates require training on identity management skills, the focus of the training should differ. For example, training for ethnically similar expatriates could focus on how to avoid challenges caused by ethnic similarity. Expatriates need to be prepared for the social challenges related to their ethnicity to understand the influence of their ethnicity from the perspective of locals and to develop a personalized solution to deal with identity-related conflicts. In contrast, ethnically different expatriates could focus on how to benefit from being ethnically different, such as understanding the challenges and advantages of being ethnically different, understanding locals’ expectations towards them, and developing skills to connect with locals.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

Despite its important contributions, our study has several limitations that suggest fruitful avenues for future research. Firstly, we analyze individuals’ perceptions toward the importance of an identity as if it is a conscious choice. However, we need to emphasize that identity management, such as making identity choices or switching between multiple
identities, is not always conscious. In reality, people might not always realize when they are managing their identities, or they may not develop a set of systematic identity management strategies.

Secondly, when expatriates interact with local employees, both parties might desire to have their ethnic identity confirmed (Swann & Bosson, 2008). Due to different cultural or ethnic backgrounds and organizational status, expatriates and local employees may react differently to low EIC. For simplicity, in this study we only investigated the effects of expatriates’ EIC. Further research could study the effects of local employees’ EIC, and compare the social consequences of local employees’ EIC when they interact with ethnically similar expatriates as opposed to when they interact with ethnically different expatriates.

Thirdly, our research was conducted in a Chinese context and the focus was on the Chinese ethnic identity. However, due to historical or social circumstances, ethnic identity might mean different things to people in different ethnic groups (Phinney, 1990). As a result, they may react differently towards their ethnic identity self-view not being confirmed by social partners. Our empirical findings could have been affected by the special nature of the Chinese ethnic group and the history associated with it. Therefore, the impact of EIC needs to be investigated in studies involving other ethnic identities.

Fourthly, our research used a convenience sample by recruiting expatriates at social events. Participants worked for a large number of different organizations in different industries. One advantage of this sampling strategy is to minimize the influence of organizational or industry factors in the findings. Nevertheless, a future research opportunity might be to collect data from a small number of carefully chosen industries or MNCs from different home countries in order to examine the moderating role of these factors. Furthermore, when recruiting participants, we first identified expatriates and then asked them to invite one of their local colleagues to participate in the research. We specifically asked expatriates to select local employees based on the frequency of their work interaction and not based on their personal relationships. However, it is possible that they avoided inviting local employees with whom they had had conflicts. As a result, the sample might have suffered from selection bias. Future research could consider identifying expatriate-local employee dyads through HR departments, which could minimize the likelihood of such bias.

Finally, we included the four most relevant control variables in this research. Nonetheless, depending on the nature of the sample and research context, future researchers could include additional control variables. For example, they could control for participants’ previous sojourn experience and their length of tenure in the MNC subsidiary as individual-
level controls, as well as the type of relationship as dyadic controls, and organizational HR practices or organizational climate as organizational-level controls.

CONCLUSION

Driven by the phenomenon of employing ethnically similar expatriates, and the contradictory arguments on whether or not such expatriates are more effective than ethnically different expatriates when interacting with local employees, this study has compared and contrasted these two types of expatriates. By exploring the concept of EIC, defined as the level of agreement between how expatriates view the importance of their own ethnic identity and how local employees view it, we have provided evidence to show that both types of expatriates can gain knowledge from local employees, but that they follow different mechanisms. EIC provides a unique perspective to examine expatriate-local employee interactions in MNCs’ subsidiaries and can, thus, generate significant future research opportunities to investigate expatriate-local employee interactions.
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NOTES

1 To validate the reliability of this single-item scale, we subsequently developed a 5-item scale, which included this item and 4 new items to measure the perceived importance of expatriates’ ethnic identity and tested the scale in two additional samples. The aim was to examine the reliability of the multi-item scale and to verify to what extent the original item was correlated with the mean of the 4 new items using two new samples. Sample 1 included local Chinese employees who work for MNC subsidiaries in China (N = 160). In sample 2, we used international students who worked with Chinese students on project teams in China as representatives for expatriates. This is because international students share some common features with expatriates, such as being sojourners working with local people in a foreign country. Budget constraints were another reason; because expatriates were spread across multiple organizations, it was not practical for us to find enough representatives of both types of expatriates to validate the measure. This sample included students who were ethnic Chinese (i.e. Malaysian Chinese, Norwegian Chinese, Spanish Chinese, Singaporean Chinese and Indonesian Chinese) (N = 16), and students who were not ethnic Chinese (N = 13). The reliability of the multi-item measure was high (Sample 1: α = 0.86; Sample 2: α = 0.92), and the original item was highly correlated with the mean of the other 4 items (Sample 1: r = 0.64, p < 0.001; Sample 2: r = 0.74, p < 0.001). Our results, thus, show that the single item used in this article can be used as representative of a multi-item measure.